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A B S T R A C T 

Objective: To validate the Ottawa subarachnoid 
haemorrhage (SAH) rule in an Asian Chinese cohort 
and to explore the roles of blood pressure and 
vomiting in prediction of SAH in patients with non-
traumatic acute headache.
Methods: A retrospective cohort study was 
conducted in two regional hospitals. All patients 
aged ≥16 years who presented with non-traumatic 
acute headache to the study centres from July 2013 to 
June 2016 were included. A logistic regression model 
was created for the variables of the Ottawa SAH rule 
and other potential predictors, including vomiting 
and systolic blood pressure (SBP) >160 mm Hg. 
Model discrimination was evaluated using the area 
under the receiver operating characteristic curve. 
Net reclassification improvement and integrated 
discrimination improvement indices were evaluated. 
The model’s diagnostic characteristics, including 
sensitivities and specificities, were evaluated.
Results: A total of 500 eligible headache cases were 
included, in 50 of which SAH was confirmed (10%). 
In addition to the predictors of the Ottawa SAH 
rule, vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg were found 
to be significant independent predictors of SAH. 

Validation and modification of the Ottawa 
subarachnoid haemorrhage rule in risk 

stratification of Asian Chinese patients with acute 
headache

Introduction
Patients frequently present to emergency 
departments (EDs) with headache. About 4.5% 
of total ED attendance in the United States is 
attributable to headache,1 1% to 6% of which is 
caused by non-traumatic subarachnoid haemorrhage 
(SAH).2-4 Among the volume of neurologically intact 
patients with severe acute headache, identifying the 
10% with ‘walking SAH’—patients with SAH but 
maximum Glasgow Coma Scale score and normal 

New knowledge added by this study
• The Ottawa subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) rule is highly sensitive with high negative predictive value for 

prediction of SAH in Asian Chinese patients presenting with acute headache.
• Modification of the Ottawa SAH rule by adding vomiting and acute hypertension may further improve the 

negative predictive value and accuracy. Further validation on an external cohort is required.
Implications for clinical practice or policy
• The Ottawa SAH rule is applicable for risk stratification of patients presenting with acute headache in 

emergency and primary care settings, which can provide a reference for referral and prioritisation of imaging.
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neurological examination—is particularly difficult.5 
Specifically, those patients have good Hunt and Hess 
grading and generally better prognosis.6 Failure to 
identify those SAH patients would jeopardise those 
patients’ otherwise good outcomes. A case series 
demonstrated that 25% of aneurysmal patients with 
SAH were misdiagnosed during their initial medical 
evaluations, 38% of which had clinical grade 1 or 2 
at the time of misdiagnosis.7 Overall, 24% of patients 
deteriorated before the correct diagnosis was made, 

ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Net reclassification improvement and integrated 
discrimination improvement indices indicated that 
including vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg would 
improve the model prediction. The Ottawa SAH 
rule had 94% sensitivity and 32.9% specificity. The 
modified Ottawa SAH rule that included both 
vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg as criteria improved 
sensitivity to 100%, specificity to 13.1%, positive 
predictive value to 11.3%, and negative predictive 
value to 100%.
Conclusions: The Ottawa SAH rule demonstrated 
high sensitivity. Addition of vomiting and SBP >160 
mm Hg to the Ottawa SAH rule may increase its 
sensitivity.
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2018 at www.hkmj.org.
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對亞洲華裔急性頭痛患者進行危險分層的渥太華
蛛網膜下腔出血臨床決策準則的驗證和修正

張謙怡、雷俊達、徐國樑

目的：透過亞洲華裔患者對渥太華蛛網膜下腔出血（SAH）臨床決策
準則進行驗證，並探討血壓和嘔吐對預測急性非創傷性頭痛患者患上

SAH的作用。

方法：在兩家地區醫院進行回顧性隊列研究，納入2013年7月至2016
年6月期間因非創傷性急性頭痛入院的16歲或以上患者。針對渥太華
SAH臨床決策準則和其他潛在預測因子的變量，包括嘔吐和收縮壓
（SBP）超過160 mm Hg創建邏輯回歸模型，並使用ROC曲線下面積
評估模型辨別。研究評估了淨再分類改善和綜合歧視改善指數，以及

包括敏感性和特異性的模型診斷特徵。

結果：共納入500例符合條件的頭痛病例，其中50例（10%）確診為
SAH。除了渥太華SAH臨床決策準則的預測因素外，嘔吐和SBP超過
160 mm Hg也是SAH的重要獨立預測因子。淨再分類改善和綜合歧視
改善指數表明，列入嘔吐和SBP超過160 mm Hg因素可改善模型預測
性。渥太華SAH臨床決策準則的敏感性為94%，特異性32.9%。將嘔
吐和SBP超過160 mm Hg包括在內的修正版渥太華SAH臨床決策準則
可提高敏感性至100%、特異性則為13.1%、提高陽性預測值至11.3%
，以及提高陰性預測值至100%。

結論：渥太華SAH臨床決策準則表現高度敏感性。在渥太華SAH臨床
決策準則中加入嘔吐和SBP超過160 mm Hg因素可能增加其敏感性。

with poor or worse final outcomes. Most of the 
misdiagnoses of SAH cases were caused by failure 
to perform computed tomography (CT) imaging. 
Another study reported that 12% of patients with 
SAH were initially misdiagnosed, of which 19% 
had normal mental status at first contact, and these 
misdiagnoses were associated with worse quality 
of life at 3 months and increased risk of death or 
severe disability at 12 months.4 Again, failure to 
conduct CT scanning was the most common cause, 
accounting for 73% of diagnostic errors. However, 
conducting a CT scan on every single patient who 
attends an ED for headache may not be practical, in 
consideration of radiation exposure to patients and 
resource implications. For such purposes, clinical 
prediction rules including the Ottawa SAH rule have 
been developed for identification of low-risk patients 
who can be discharged safely without a CT scan or 
other imaging (Table 1).4 However, those clinical 
prediction rules have not been well validated in the 
Asian Chinese population. The primary objective 
of the current study is to validate the Ottawa SAH 
rule in the Asian Chinese population. The secondary 
objective is to identify possible modifications to 
improve its accuracy.

Methods
Study design and setting
This was a retrospective cohort study conducted 
in the EDs of two regional hospitals in Hong Kong. 
With daily attendance of approximately 600 and 
350 patients, respectively, Tuen Mun Hospital 
and Pok Oi Hospital together serve a population 
of over 1 million. All patients are coded according 
to principal diagnosis following the International 
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Edition (ICD-9).8 
Case recruitment had two phases. First, we searched 
the hospital’s electronic database for ICD-9 codes 
indicating headache symptoms, related syndromes, 
and diseases that may present with a primary 
complaint of headache (online Supplementary 
Appendix). In the second phase of case inclusion, 
the medical records of all cases retrieved in the first 
phase were screened for eligibility to be included 
in the current study according to the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria
All patients aged ≥16 years who presented with acute 
headache to the study centres from July 2013 to June 
2016 were included. Acute headache was defined 
as non-traumatic headache that reached maximal 
intensity within 1 hour, with an interval of <14 days 
from headache onset to presentation. The clinical 
details of each retrieved case were screened for 
inclusion eligibility by both written and electronic 
medical records. Cases with obvious pathology (eg, 
frontal sinusitis) were excluded. Exclusion criteria 
included age <16 years, history of trauma within the 
last 7 days (collapse associated with headache onset 
leading to head injury was not an exclusion), history 
of previous SAH, known cerebral aneurysm or 
cerebral neoplasm, >14 days since symptom onset, 
altered mental state, Glasgow Coma Scale score <15 
on presentation, and new focal neurological signs. 
Patients were still included if they had recurrent ED 
attendance during the study period.

Data collection
A detailed manual review of written and electronic 
medical and radiological records was conducted 
to obtain the following data for eligible cases: 
duration and quality of headache, presence of 
thunderclap headache, neck pain, limited range 
of neck movement, loss of consciousness (LOC), 
onset with exertion, arrival by ambulance, failure 

TABLE 1.  The Ottawa subarachnoid haemorrhage rule4

Age >40 years

Neck pain or stiffness

Loss of consciousness

Onset during exertion

Thunderclap headache (instantly peaking pain)

Limited neck flexion on examination
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of ambulation in previously ambulatory patients, 
associated symptoms of dizziness and vomiting, 
history of benign headache syndrome, concomitant 
anticoagulant usage or known bleeding diathesis, 
presenting Glasgow Coma Scale score, blood 
pressure and heart rate (the first recorded values 
in the ED), neurological deficits, imaging, lumbar 
puncture, definitive diagnosis, and neurological 
outcome. Criteria not documented in the medical 
records were presumed to be absent. Standardised 
data collection forms were deployed for data entry 
by a single investigator.

Definition of outcome
Subarachnoid haemorrhage was defined in 
accordance with Perry et al9: subarachnoid blood 
on CT scan, xanthochromia in cerebrospinal fluid, 
or red blood cells in the final tube of cerebrospinal 
fluid, with positive angiography findings (ie, an 
aneurysm or arteriovenous malformation on cerebral 
angiography). All CT films were reviewed by both an 
experienced emergency physician and a radiology 
fellow, with outcome decided by consensus.
 The study outcomes included the sensitivity 
of the Ottawa SAH rule (Table 1) and the impact 
on the accuracy of the Ottawa SAH rule of addition 
of the following clinical predictors to the proposed 
clinical decision rule: systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
>160 mm Hg, diastolic blood pressure >100 mm 
Hg, vomiting, failure of ambulation in previously 
ambulatory patients, bleeding diathesis or on 
anticoagulants, and existence of a benign headache 
disorder that could account for the headache.

Statistics
R 3.4.1 for Windows (R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing, Vienna, Austria) was employed for 
analysis, and a 5% significance level was adopted. 
Continuous data were presented as mean and 
standard deviation if normally distributed. 
Categorical variables were shown as frequencies and 
percentages. For univariate analysis, comparison 
was performed between patients in the non-SAH 
and SAH groups using independent samples t tests, 
Chi squared tests, and Fisher’s exact test where 
appropriate. Predictors that were significant in the 
univariate analysis were entered into the logistic 
regression model by a forward stepwise method 
based on likelihood ratios. Adjusted odds ratios 
(AORs) and P values were calculated for each 
predictor. The Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-
fit test was adopted for model calibration. Model 
discrimination was evaluated by the area under the 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the 
predicted probabilities. Collinearity was explored 
with variance inflation factors. Net reclassification 
improvement and integrated discrimination 

improvement indices were calculated to assess the 
improvement of model prediction with the addition 
of significant variables to the Ottawa SAH rule.
 The Ottawa SAH rule (Table 1) was applied 
to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, positive and 
negative predictive values, positive and negative 
likelihood ratios, and their corresponding 95% 
confidence intervals (95% CIs). The modified Ottawa 
SAH rule was created on the basis of the additional 
independent predictors included in the logistic 
model and the diagnostic characteristics evaluated.

Sample size calculation
Sample size was calculated to yield 80% power at a 
5% significance level. These calculations assumed 
SAH prevalence of 6.5%, and the original derivation 
paper of the Ottawa SAH rule achieved 100% 
sensitivity and 15.3% specificity.4 With two-tailed 
hypothesis testing, to achieve the same specificity 
and 10% variation of sensitivity, a sample of 500 
subjects with 31 cases of SAH would be required. 
Sample size calculation was performed with NCSS 
PASS 11 (Version 11.0.10).

Results
A total of 1816 potential headache cases during 
the study period were retrieved from the hospitals’ 
databases. After a detailed review of clinical 
information, 500 eligible cases were included in 
the analysis, in 50 of which SAH was confirmed 
(10%) [Fig 1]. There were missing values for major 
components of the Ottawa SAH rule in 16% of the 
included cases. Two out of the 50 SAH cases had 
negative CT results (Fisher scale 1), and both of 
these cases were detected by xanthochromia in 
cerebrospinal fluid extracted by lumbar puncture. In 
terms of angiographic findings, angiography was not 
performed in five patients; six patients had normal 
angiograms; two had arteriovenous fistulae; one 
had moyamoya disease; two had cerebral amyloid 
vasculopathy; and the SAHs of the remaining 34 
(68%) patients were aneurysm-related.
 The demographic and clinical characteristics 
of the included cohort are shown in Table 2. The 
SAH group was contrasted with the non-SAH 
group in terms of various clinical characteristics. 
Lumbar puncture was performed in 50 patients, and 
two patients had xanthochromia in the extracted 
cerebrospinal fluid. Another 48 patients had SAH 
diagnosed by CT. Logistic regression (Table 3) 
revealed that LOC (AOR=16.3; P<0.001) and 
thunderclap headache (AOR=12.4; P<0.001) were 
the strongest predictive parameters for SAH. In 
addition to the parameters in the Ottawa SAH rule, 
vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg were demonstrated 
to be independent predictors of SAH. The Hosmer-
Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test demonstrated 
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satisfactory model calibration (P=0.986). Area under 
the ROC curve for the Ottawa SAH rule was 0.819 
(95% CI=0.782-0.851) [Fig 2]. The variance inflation 
factors of predictors ranged from 1.03 to 1.15, 
indicating non-significant multicollinearity. The 
modified Ottawa SAH rule was defined as positive 
prediction of SAH with the occurrence of any of 
the following criteria: vomiting, SBP >160 mm Hg, 
or any of the parameters of the Ottawa SAH rule 
(Table 1). The area under the ROC curve of the 
modified Ottawa SAH rule in combination with 
vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg increased to 0.870 
(95% CI=0.837-0.898). Non-parametric comparison 
of the areas under the ROC curves demonstrated 
a statistically significant difference (P=0.041). The 
net reclassification improvement index was 0.158 
(95% CI=0.007-0.309; P=0.040), and the integrated 
discrimination improvement index was 0.622 (95% 
CI=0.353-0.891; P<0.001). Both indices indicate that 
the addition of vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg would 
improve the model’s discriminatory and predictive 
capacity.
 Table 4 describes the diagnostic characteristics 
of various clinical prediction rules that predict SAH 
in patients with acute headache. The Ottawa SAH 
rule achieved 94% (95% CI=82.5-98.4%) sensitivity 
and 32.9% (95% CI=28.6-37.5%) specificity. The 
modified Ottawa SAH rule in combination with both 
vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg produced sensitivity 
of 100% (95% CI=91.1-100%) and specificity of 13.1% 
(95% CI=10.2-16.7%).
 For 349 out of the 500 included patients, 
positive predictions would have been rendered by 
the Ottawa SAH rule, as one or more of its criteria 
were satisfied (69.8%). For 441 out of the 500 patients, 
positive predictions would have been rendered 
by satisfying one or more criteria of the modified 
Ottawa SAH rule (88.2%). The clinical implication 
is that 69.8% and 88.2% of the included patients 
would have required CT according to the Ottawa 
and modified Ottawa SAH rules, respectively (Table 
4). In our cohort, CT was performed in the ED on a 
total of 481 (96.2%) patients. Thus, application of the 
Ottawa and modified Ottawa SAH rules can reduce 
CT administration by 26% and 8%, respectively.
 Three patients with SAH were not identified 
by the Ottawa SAH rule. All three of them were 
relatively young (aged 20-38 years). Two of them 
were initially discharged home, with initial negative 
imaging for SAH, and were diagnosed upon re-
attending the accident and emergency departments. 
Of those two, one patient later developed signs of 
meningeal irritation with xanthochromia revealed 
by lumbar puncture, and the other patient was called 
back to the hospital 7 days later after a retrospective 
CT report found hydrocephalus and collapsed 
in the medical ward. A repeat CT scan showed 
diffuse SAH. Those patients’ mild symptoms at first 

presentation that led to their initial discharges might 
account for their falsely negative Ottawa SAH rule 
findings. In addition, patients who wanted to go 
home might have been more tolerant of pain and 
more reluctant to describe alarming symptoms. 
The former patient was initially diagnosed with 
reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome, and 
SAH was noted when the patient subsequently re-
attended the ED. This might explain his atypical 
presentation in comparison with other patients with 
SAH who had ruptured intracranial aneurysms and 
tended to present with more florid symptoms from 
the beginning. The latter patient was diagnosed 
with a ruptured anterior communicating artery 
aneurysm. The third patient had a positive CT 
scan, and digital subtraction angiography showed a 
ruptured distal internal carotid aneurysm. All three 
patients experienced vomiting, and two of them had 
SBP >160 mm Hg.

FIG 1.  Inclusion of participants in the study
Abbreviations: ICD-9 = International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Edition; SAH = 
subarachnoid haemorrhage

A total of 1816 records
retrieved from hospital

database by ICD-9 codes

Primary complaint not
headache
(n=490)

History of SAH
(n=8)

Known cerebral aneurysm
or neoplasm

(n=32)

Altered mental state or
focal neurological sign

(n=45)

History of head trauma
within 7 days

(n=97)

Duration of headache
>14 days
(n=235)

500 Patients included

SAH
(n=50)

No SAH
(n=450)

Headache onset not acute
(n=409)
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Discussion
Various investigations have attempted to identify 
clinical parameters to predict SAH among patients 
presenting with non-traumatic headache. The 
identified predictors include: age >40 years, neck 
pain or stiffness, LOC, onset with exertion, arrival 
by ambulance, vomiting at least once, diastolic blood 

pressure >100 mm Hg, and SBP >160 mm Hg.3,10,11 
In the last decade, clinical prediction rules have 
combined various predictors to provide better 
accuracy in diagnosis of SAH.4,12,13 The Ottawa SAH 
rule is one of the best known ones, and it has been 
subject to external validation.4 An external validation 
study of the Ottawa SAH rule reported sensitivity of 

TABLE 2.  Characteristics of the included cohort of patients with acute headache

All patients 
(n=500)

Patients with 
SAH (n=50)

Patients without 
SAH (n=450)

P value

Age (years)

Mean ± SD 47.8 ± 17.7 54.6 ± 14.6 47 ± 17.9 0.001

>40 319 (63.8%) 43 (86%) 276 (61.3%) 0.001

Gender, male 169 (33.8%) 19 (38%) 150 (33.3%) 0.508

Race, Chinese 450 (90%) 45 (90%) 405 (90%) 1.000

Clinical presentation

Duration of headache

≤1 Hour 84 (16.8%) 21 (42%) 63 (14%) <0.001

≤3 Hours 202 (40.4%) 32 (64%) 170 (37.8%) <0.001

Thunderclap headache 44 (8.8%) 18 (36%) 26 (5.8%) <0.001

Neck pain 42 (8.4%) 13 (26%) 29 (6.4%) <0.001

Limited neck range of movement 7 (1.4%) 7 (14%) 0 <0.001

Neck pain or limited range of neck movement 43 (8.6%) 14 (28%) 29 (6.4%) <0.001

Loss of consciousness 30 (6%) 13 (26%) 17 (3.8%) <0.001

Onset with exertion 18 (3.6%) 5 (10%) 13 (2.9%) 0.026

Arrival by ambulance 175 (35%) 35 (70%) 140 (31.1%) <0.001

Inability to ambulate in previously ambulatory patient 246 (49.2%) 41 (82%) 205 (45.6%) <0.001

Vomiting

At least once 218 (43.6%) 37 (74%) 181 (40.2%) <0.001

Twice or more 153 (30.6%) 30 (60%) 123 (27.3%) <0.001

Dizziness 225 (45%) 35 (70%) 190 (42.2%) <0.001

Medical history

On anticoagulants 6 (1.2%) 0 6 (1.3%) 1.000

History of benign headache syndrome 25 (5%) 1 (2%) 24 (5.3%) 0.497

Presenting vital signs

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg

Mean ± SD 149 ± 30 166 ± 32 147 ± 29 <0.001

>160 157 (31.4%) 25 (50%) 132 (29.3%) 0.003

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg

Mean ± SD 85 ± 17 92 ± 21 84 ± 16 0.002

>100 84 (16.8%) 11 (22%) 73 (16.2%) 0.3

Heart rate, beats per min

Mean ± SD 78 ± 15 78 ± 13 78 ± 15 0.909

<60 42 (8.4%) 3 (6%) 39 (8.7%) 0.787

>100 47 (9.4%) 4 (8%) 43 (9.6%) 1.000

Abbreviations: SAH = subarachnoid haemorrhage; SD = standard deviation
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100% and specificity of 7.6%.14

 The SAH incidence rate in our study was 
noticeably higher than that in the original derivation 
study and other validation studies.11,14,15 This is not 
consistent with previous epidemiological studies 
that reported Chinese people to have a lower rate of 
aneurysmal SAH than that of other populations.16 
One possible explanation is that our inclusion 
criteria were more stringent, as headache cases 
with obvious accountable causes were excluded. 
The mean age and SBP of our cohort were similar to 
those of other studies.12-15 Only 8.8% of our included 
patients reported thunderclap headache, much lower 
than the 78% to 89% reported in previous studies.4,14 
However, the causes of headache in patients with 
non-SAH headache are mostly benign, and the 
pattern of benign headache syndromes may be 
different in the Chinese population compared with 
that in Caucasians (ie, migraine is more prevalent in 
Caucasians).17 The rate of onset during exertion was 
much lower in our cohort than in those of previous 
studies, as were neck pain and reduced range of 
movement.14,15 The exact reason for the latter is 
unknown. One possible explanation is that there are 
more cervicogenic headaches and occipital neuralgia 
in the other study cohorts. Conversely, we reported 
higher rates of arrival by ambulance, vomiting, and 
LOC,14,15 although one study excluded unwitnessed 
LOC.14 Loss of consciousness, thunderclap 
headache, vomiting, SBP >160 mm Hg, neck pain or 
limited neck range of movement, and age >40 years 
were found to be significant independent predictors 
of SAH. Onset during exertion had a high AOR, 
but its statistical significance was limited by its low 
incidence and limited sample size.
 Both the original derivation study and the 
validation study by Bellolio et al14 reported that the 
Ottawa SAH rule had 100% sensitivity.15 In contrast, 
our study found that the Ottawa SAH rule was 

only 94% sensitive. The sensitivity of our study was 
limited by the low rates of onset during exertion, 
thunderclap headache, and neck pain or limited 
neck range of movement in our included patients. 
This might be partly attributable to our retrospective 
design, as unreported criteria were assumed to be 
absent. Moreover, the term thunderclap headache 
might be interpreted differently by different patients. 
Specificity was higher in our study than in others 
(32.9% in our study compared with 8%-15% in other 

TABLE 3.  Logistic regression model for prediction of subarachnoid haemorrhage in patients with acute headache

Predictor Adjusted odds ratio (95% confidence interval) P value

Age >40 years* 3.8 (1.4-10.3) 0.009

Neck pain or limited range of neck movement* 3.8 (1.5-9.8) 0.006

Loss of consciousness* 16.3 (5.9-45.1) <0.001

Thunderclap headache* 12.4 (5.2-29.6) <0.001

Vomiting* 5.7 (2.6-12.5) <0.001

Systolic blood pressure >160 mm Hg* 2.7 (1.3-5.8) 0.009

Headache duration onset <3 hours 1.7 (0.8-3.6) 0.188

Onset during exertion 2.3 (0.5-11.4) 0.298

Dizziness 1.8 (0.8-3.9) 0.149

Inability to ambulate in previously ambulatory patients 1.6 (0.7-3.9) 0.282

* Included in final model

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Se
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1-Specificity

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIG 2.  Receiver operating characteristic curves of prediction of SAH by the 
Ottawa SAH rule and modified Ottawa SAH rule
Abbreviation: SAH = subarachnoid haemorrhage

Ottawa SAH rule
Ottawa SAH rule + vomiting +
systolic blood pressure >160 mm Hg
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studies).14,15 This may be attributed to the difference 
in the clinical characteristics of patients with non-
traumatic headache in the Asian Chinese population 
compared with those in the original derivation study 
and other validation studies, which were mostly 
Caucasians.
 Adding two independent predictors for SAH 
(vomiting and SBP >160 mm Hg) to the Ottawa 
SAH rule to produce a Modified Ottawa SAH rule 
improved its accuracy in terms of sensitivity. We 
found that three patients with SAH could not be 
identified by the Ottawa SAH rule. All three were 
relatively young, and two of them presented initially 
with mild symptoms and were discharged after brain 
CT did not show SAH. One patient was diagnosed 
with reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syndrome, 
which might present differently from the more 
common aneurysmal SAH. In a validation study,12 
20% of patients with SAH were CT-negative, and 
most of them had posterior communicating artery 
aneurysm or normal digital subtraction angiography. 
However, our three patients did not share those 
clinical characteristics. Integration of vomiting and 
SBP >160 mm Hg to the model detected those cases 
and further improved sensitivity to 100% in our 
cohort.
 The specificity of the Ottawa SAH rule was 
demonstrated to be low (15%) in the original 
derivation study.4 This implies that among patients 
without SAH, only 15% had negative predictions 
by the Ottawa rule, while the remaining 85% 
had positive predictions. The high false-positive 
prediction rate may have implications in terms of 
excessive unnecessary CT scans ordered: it may 
result in unnecessary radiation exposure, and the 
surge of CT requests might strain ED resources. 
With higher specificity in our cohort, we found that 

TABLE 4.  Diagnostic characteristics of clinical prediction rules for SAH in patients with acute headache

Abbreviations: 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; NLR = negative likelihood ratio; PLR = positive likelihood ratio; NPV = negative predictive value; PPV = 
positive predictive value; SAH = subarachnoid haemorrhage
* Ottawa SAH rule: any of the following: Age >40 years, Neck pain or stiffness, Loss of consciousness, Onset during exertion, Thunderclap headache, 

Limited neck flexion on examination

application of the Ottawa and modified Ottawa SAH 
rules can reduce CT use by 26% and 8%, respectively. 
A UK study found that if the Ottawa SAH rule had 
been applied, the CT investigation rate would have 
been much higher (59% to 74%) than the actual rate 
of 37%.18 Another UK study reported a similar CT 
investigation rate of 61.7% with the application of 
the Ottawa SAH rule, which was significantly higher 
than the rate of 54.2% in actual practice.19 A review 
surmised that while the Ottawa SAH rule seemingly 
can rule out SAH, in actual practice, it might increase 
the frequency of CT investigations.11 However, there 
is still a lack of impact analysis regarding the effects 
of the Ottawa SAH rule on patients’ neurological 
outcomes and mortality.
 A clinical decision rule was recently proposed 
by Kimura et al20 in 2016. In their 1561-patient 
multicentre observational study, the authors aimed 
to identify concrete, unambiguous predictors for 
SAH, avoiding subjective terms like ‘thunderclap 
headache’. The EMERALD (Emergency Medicine, 
Registry Analysis, Learning and Diagnosis) SAH 
rule criteria are SBP >150 mm Hg, diastolic blood 
pressure >90 mm Hg, blood sugar >115 mg/dL (6.9 
mmol/L), or serum potassium <3.9 mEq/L (3.9 
mmol/L). Hyperglycaemia has been well reported 
in patients with SAH. Most studies have focused on 
the prognostic value of blood glucose, but there have 
been no other reports on the use of glucose levels 
for assistance with SAH diagnosis in the literature. 
Similarly, hypokalaemia has been reported in 
patients with SAH, which was postulated to be 
related to increased catecholamine secretion after 
SAH, resulting in higher intracellular potassium 
uptake and reduced serum potassium levels. While 
it requires blood sampling, the EMERALD SAH rule 
has been reported to have 100% sensitivity and 14.5%  

Positive 
prediction by 

rule

Negative 
prediction by 

rule

Sensitivity, 
% (95% CI)

Specificity, 
% (95% CI)

PPV, % 
(95% CI)

NPV, % 
(95% CI)

PLR, % 
(95% CI)

NLR, % 
(95% CI)

SAH No 
SAH

SAH No 
SAH

Ottawa SAH rule* 47 302 3 148 94
(82.5-98.4)

32.9 
(28.6-37.5)

13.5
(10.2-17.6)

98 
(93.9-99.5)

1.4
(1.3-1.5)

0.2
(0.1-0.6)

Ottawa SAH rule + vomiting 50 383 0 67 100 
(91.1-100)

14.9
 (11.8-18.6)

11.5 
(8.8-15)

100 
(93.2-100)

1.2
(1.1-1.2)

Infinity

Ottawa SAH rule + systolic blood 
pressure >160 mm Hg

49 317 1 133 98 
(88-99.9)

29.6 
(25.4-34)

13.4 
(10.2-17.4)

99.3
(95.3-100)

1.4
(1.3-1.5)

0.1
(0-0.5)

Ottawa SAH rule + vomiting + 
systolic blood pressure >160 mm Hg 
(Modified Ottawa SAH rule)

50 391 0 59 100 
(91.1-100)

13.1
(10.2-16.7)

11.3 
(8.6-14.8)

100
(92.4-100)

1.2
(1.1-1.2)

Infinity
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specificity, the latter of which is higher than that of 
the Ottawa SAH rule (8.8% in the study). Thus, more 
unnecessary CT scans could be avoided with the 
implementation of simple bedside point of care testing. 
However, the biological plausibility and external 
validity of this study might be affected by the lack of 
evidence about the mechanism of hyperglycaemia 
and hypokalaemia in patients with SAH, and 
further, patients with known diabetes mellitus were 
not excluded from this study. Patients with known 
cerebral aneurysm or new focal neurological deficits 
were also not excluded. Because CT scans would 
almost certainly be ordered for those patients, it 
might restrict this rule’s usefulness for detection of 
‘walking SAH’. We cannot evaluate this rule, as our 
cohort was unlikely to undergo glucose and potassium 
sampling in the ED, and so far, we have not found any 
external validation studies for this clinical decision 
rule. Nevertheless, it is worth exploring whether the 
addition of blood glucose and potassium levels to the 
Ottawa SAH rule could improve its specificity and 
reduce unnecessary CT administration.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, its 
retrospective design is prone to information bias. 
In total, 16% of the predictors were missing values 
in this study. With missing values, the prevalence of 
the predictors may be reduced, with potential effects 
on their diagnostic accuracy. Second, tracing of the 
outcome of whether or not the patients had SAH was 
limited because of the study’s retrospective nature. 
Further, if patients with SAH did not re-attend public 
hospitals but received treatment in private hospitals, 
the outcomes may have been missed. Third, as one 
study centre contains a neurosurgical department, 
there is a risk of referral bias. Cases diagnosed in 
other hospitals and referred to the study centre 
were excluded. In addition, as both study centres are 
located in the same cluster, SAH cases diagnosed at 
one study centre are often transferred to the other 
study centre for neurosurgical consultation at the ED 
there. Great care was taken to crosscheck between 
patients at the two study centres to avoid duplicate 
entry.
 Although we exhaustively searched for all 
eligible cases, there was still a chance of selection 
bias, as some cases that were eligible according 
to the inclusion criteria may have been missed. 
While the Ottawa SAH rule is very sensitive, it is 
only applicable to a very specific group of patients 
with headache. Patients with headache that took 
marginally >1 hour to peak would be excluded. 
This greatly limits the rule’s clinical applicability 
throughout the population: one validation study 
reported that only 9% of patients with headache in an 
ED were applicable.14 The modified Ottawa SAH rule 
lacks an external cohort for validation in this study, 

and validation with an independent multicentre 
prospective cohort would be required to establish 
external validity.
 In conclusion, the Ottawa SAH rule 
demonstrated high sensitivity. Addition of vomiting 
and SBP >160 mm Hg to the Ottawa SAH rule as 
criteria may increase its sensitivity.
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